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Abstract—Traffic offloading through heterogenous small-cell1

networks (HSCNs) has been envisioned as a cost-efficient2

approach to accommodate the tremendous traffic growth in3

cellular networks. In this paper, we investigate an energy-efficient4

dual-connectivity (DC) enabled traffic offloading through HSCNs,5

in which small cells are powered in a hybrid manner includ-6

ing both the conventional on-grid power-supply and renewable7

energy harvested from environment. To achieve a flexible traffic8

offloading, the emerging DC-enabled traffic offloading in 3GPP9

specification allows each mobile user (MU) to simultaneously10

communicate with a macro cell and offload data through a small11

cell. In spite of saving the on-grid power consumption, powering12

traffic offloading by energy harvesting (EH) might lead to qual-13

ity of service degradation, e.g., when the EH power-supply fails14

to support the required offloading rate. Thus, to reap the bene-15

fits of the DC-capability and the EH power-supply, we propose16

a joint optimization of traffic scheduling and power allocation17

that aims at minimizing the total on-grid power consumption of18

macro and small cells, while guaranteeing each served MU’s traf-19

fic requirement. We start by studying a representative case of one20

small cell serving a group of MUs. In spite of the non-convexity21

of the formulated joint optimization problem, we exploit its lay-22

ered structure and propose an algorithm that efficiently computes23

the optimal offloading solution. We further study the scenario of24
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multiple small cells, and investigate how the small cells select dif- 25

ferent MUs for maximizing the system-wise reward that accounts 26

for the revenue for offloading the MUs’ traffic and the cost of 27

total on-grid power consumption of all cells. We also propose 28

an efficient algorithm to find the optimal MU-selection solution. 29

Numerical results are provided to validate our proposed algo- 30

rithms and show the advantage of our proposed DC-enabled 31

traffic offloading through the EH-powered small cells. 32

Index Terms—Traffic offloading, small cells, energy harvesting, 33

and dual connectivity. 34

I. INTRODUCTION 35

THE PAST decade has witnessed an explosive growth of 36

smart mobile devices and popularity of mobile Internet 37

services, which have yielded a tremendous traffic burden 38

on cellular networks. By exploiting the multi-tier structure 39

of radio access networks (RANs), offloading mobile traffic 40

through heterogenous small-cell networks (HSCNs) has been 41

widely considered as a cost-efficient approach to relieve traf- 42

fic congestion in macro cells. Due to bringing RANs closer 43

to mobile users (MUs), traffic offloading through HSCNs 44

can yield multi-fold benefits, such as enhancing throughput 45

and improving resource utilization efficiency. To facilitate a 46

flexible traffic offloading, the recent 3GPP specification has 47

proposed a paradigm of small-cell dual-connectivity (DC) that 48

enables a MU, by using two different radio interfaces, to 49

communicate with a macro cell and simultaneously offload 50

data through small cells [1]. With a flexible traffic schedul- 51

ing between macro and small cells, the DC-enabled traffic 52

scheduling is expected to further enhance the benefit of traffic 53

offloading [2]–[7]. 54

However, the dense deployment of HSCNs has yielded a 55

significant energy consumption in cellular RANs, which has 56

attracted lots of attentions in realizing energy-efficient HSCNs 57

while providing guaranteed quality of service (QoS) [9]–[11]. 58

Viewing the important role of traffic offloading, many research 59

efforts have also been devoted to investigating energy-efficient 60

traffic offloading through HSCNs [12]. In particular, with the 61

recent advances in collecting and storing renewable energy 62

from environment (e.g., via the emerging smart grids [20]), 63

traffic offloading through small cells which are powered 64

by energy-harvesting (EH) has been considered as a viable 65

approach to reap the benefit of traffic offloading and to reduce 66

the on-grid power consumption [21]–[25]. 67
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However, due to the randomness in renewable energy68

sources, the EH power-supply suffers from intermittency,69

which adversely influences the performance of traffic offload-70

ing. For instance, severe offloading outage (e.g., packet loss)71

due to insufficient received signal to noise and interference72

ratio (SINR) will occur if the small cell blindly provides a73

large offloading rate while suffering from a temporary valley74

of the EH power-supply. Several studies have been denoted75

to investigating how to properly exploit the intermittent EH76

power-supply to accommodate the MUs’ traffic. In particu-77

lar, the emerging paradigm of DC, which allows the MU to78

simultaneously communicate with the macro and small cells,79

enables a flexible traffic scheduling between macro and small80

cells [1], [2] and thus provides an effective approach to address81

the intermittent EH power-supply. For instance, based on the82

DC, the small cell suffering from the valley of EH power-83

supply can slow down its offloading rate to the MU, and84

correspondingly, the macro cell actively increases its trans-85

mission rate to the MU in order to maintain the required QoS86

(e.g., throughput). Therefore, in this study, by exploiting the87

EH power-supply and the DC-capability, we investigate the88

DC-enabled traffic offloading through the EH-powered small89

cells. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as90

follows.91

• We start by studying the scenario of one EH-powered92

small-cell access point (sAP) which offloads traffic for93

a group of MUs. Specifically, given the total number94

of served MUs, we formulate a joint optimization of95

the traffic scheduling and power allocation for one tar-96

geted pair of the sAP and the MU. Our formulation97

takes into account the offloading outage due to the98

sAP’s intermittent EH power-supply and aims at mini-99

mizing the total on-grid power consumption of macro and100

small cells, while satisfying the MU’s throughput require-101

ment. Despite the non-convexity of the joint optimization102

problem, we exploit its layered structure and propose103

an algorithm that can efficiently compute the optimal104

offloading solution.105

• With the optimal offloading solution for each sAP-MU106

pair, we further study the scenario of multiple sAPs, and107

investigate how the sAPs select different MUs to execute108

the DC-enabled traffic offloading. The formulation aims109

at maximizing the total network-reward that accounts for110

the revenue of serving the MUs’ traffic requirements111

and the cost of the total on-grid power consumption.112

Despite the nature of complicated nonlinear binary pro-113

gramming of the formulated optimization problem, we114

propose an efficient layered-algorithm to solve it and find115

the optimal MU-selection solution.116

• We present extensive numerical results to validate our117

proposed algorithms (for both the single-sAP case and the118

multi-sAP case). Moreover, we present extensive results119

to show the performance advantage of our proposed120

DC-enabled traffic offloading through the EH-powered121

small cells in saving the on-grid power consumption and122

increasing the total network-reward.123

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We124

review the related studies in Section II. We present the system125

model and problem formulation for the single-sAP case in 126

Section III. An efficient algorithm to compute the optimal 127

offloading solution is proposed in Section IV. In Section V, 128

we further study the multi-sAP case. We present the numer- 129

ical results in Section VI and finally conclude this work in 130

Section VII. 131

II. RELATED LITERATURE 132

In this section, we firstly review the related studies about the 133

energy-efficient traffic offloading in HSCNs but without con- 134

sidering the DC-capability. We then review the related studies 135

that exploit the DC-capability for traffic offloading. 136

A. Studies About Energy-Efficient Traffic Offloading Through 137

HSCNs Without DC 138

Without exploiting DC, there have been many studies 139

investigating the energy-efficient traffic offloading through 140

HSCNs, which can be in general categorized into two main 141

streams. 142

• The first stream of studies focus on investigating the 143

optimal resource allocations for energy-efficient traf- 144

fic offloading (but without exploiting the EH power- 145

supply) [12]–[19]. For instance, efficient schemes to 146

optimize the heterogenous small cells’ on/off mode have 147

been proposed in [12] and [13]. Efficient schemes that 148

optimize the tradeoff between the spectrum-efficiency and 149

energy-efficiency have been proposed in [14] and [15]. 150

Yu et al. [16] proposed a multi-objective optimization 151

framework that accounts for the energy-efficiency in traf- 152

fic offloading. Taking into account the limited capacity 153

of backhaul links, Yang et al. [17] proposed a refund- 154

ing scheme for the small cells to accommodate the MUs 155

offloaded from macro cells . An architecture of vertical 156

offloading has been proposed in [18] to achieve the goal 157

of energy-saving by actively turning off the redundant 158

cells. In [19], an energy-efficient traffic offloading scheme 159

that exploits device-to-device communications has been 160

proposed. 161

• The second stream of studies exploit the EH power- 162

supply for traffic offloading [21]–[25]. In [21], by exploit- 163

ing the statistics information about the traffic intensity 164

and EH power-supply, Zhang et al. proposed a scheme 165

that jointly offloads the MUs to the EH-powered small 166

cells and adjusts the small cells’ on/off mode. In [22], 167

to utilize the harvested energy, Han et al. proposed 168

a cell-size adaption scheme that actively offloads the 169

MUs to the cells which are powered by green energy. 170

However, aggressively offloading traffic through the 171

EH-powered cells might lead to a severe congestion. 172

Han and Ansari [23] proposed a joint energy-aware 173

and latency-aware scheme that offloads the MUs to the 174

green-powered yet less congested small cells. In [24], by 175

exploiting the advanced microgrids, Chia et al. proposed 176

the data offloading through the microgrid-connected 177

small cells which are powered by EH. Chang et al. [25] 178

proposed a wireless power transfer scheme for enabling 179

the data offloading. In addition to the above studies 180
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targeted for traffic offloading, there are many studies181

focusing on the performance analysis for the EH-powered182

small cells [26]–[28]. Gong et al. [26] proposed a joint183

optimization of the cells’ on-off states, resource blocks184

allocation, and renewable energy allocation to minimize185

the average on-grid power consumption. Yu et al. [27]186

developed a stochastic model to analyze the throughput187

and coverage performance when the small cells are pow-188

ered by EH. Zheng et al. [28] investigated the optimal189

placement of the EH-assisted relay for offloading the cell-190

edge users’ traffic. Taking into account the intermittency191

of EH supply as well as the environmental conditions,192

there have been many studies investigating the trans-193

mission outage minimization [29]–[31]. For instance,194

Zhou et al. [29] studied the online power control poli-195

cies for outage minimization in a fading wireless link196

with EH-powered transmitter and receiver. Li et al. [30]197

proposed an optimal transmission policy for minimizing198

the long-term transmission outage probability, when the199

source node is solar-powered and equipped with a finite-200

sized battery. In [31], based on the offline performance201

analysis, Isikman et al. proposed a low-complexity online202

transmission scheme for optimizing the outage probabil-203

ity in an EH block-fading communication system.204

B. Studies About the DC-Enabled Traffic Offloading205

Due to the benefits of enabling a flexible traffic schedul-206

ing between macro and small cells, the DC-enabled traffic207

offloading has attracted lots of research interests [1]–[7].1 The208

functionality of DC and its performance gain have been illus-209

trated in [1]. Exploiting the simultaneous communications with210

macro and small cells provided by the DC, Jha et al. [2]211

illustrated the importance of proper resource splitting in the212

DC-enabled transmission. Power-capacity splitting scheme for213

the DC-enabled traffic offloading was proposed in [3], and the214

traffic splitting was investigated in [4]. In [5], a joint resource215

allocation scheme for the DC-enabled traffic offloading has216

been proposed to minimize the overall resource consumption217

cost while satisfying each user’s traffic requirement. Grouping218

different macro and small cells to execute the DC-enabled traf-219

fic offloading has been studied in [6]. The impact of backhaul220

delay in the DC-transmission has been studied in [7].221

However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, few stud-222

ies have investigated the DC-enabled traffic offloading through223

small cells which are powered by EH. As we have explained224

before, proper traffic scheduling and power allocation are225

necessitated for the DC-enabled traffic offloading through the226

EH-powered small cells, such that we can jointly reap the227

benefits of the DC and the EH power-supply.228

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR229

ONE SMALL CELL230

We firstly present the overall system model considered in231

this work, as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, a group of sAPs232

1Despite enabling the flexible traffic scheduling, the DC necessitates the
coordination between the macro and small cells, and thus consumes additional
resources for the signaling exchange between the macro and small cells, which
however is out of the scope of our work.

Fig. 1. An illustration of the considered DC-enabled traffic offloading model
consisting of three sAPs which are powered by the hybrid energy sources and
one mBS which is powered by the on-grid power-supply.

S = {1, 2, . . . , s, . . . ,S} are underlaid to the coverage of a 233

macro base station (mBS). The mBS is solely powered by the 234

on-grid power-supply, and each sAP is powered by both the 235

conventional on-grid power-supply and the EH power-supply. 236

The sAPs and the mBS provide the DC-enabled downlink traf- 237

fic offloading for a group of MUs I = {1, 2, . . . , i , . . . , I }. In 238

the following Sections III and IV, we first study the case of 239

one sAP, by specifically focusing on investigating that one 240

sAP (together with the mBS) provides the DC-enabled traffic 241

offloading for one MU (i.e., one sAP-MU pair). Based on the 242

optimal offloading solution for each individual sAP-MU pair, 243

we further study the scenario of multiple sAPs in Section V. 244

A. Problem Formulation for the Pair of One sAP and 245

One MU 246

We start by studying the DC-enabled traffic offloading of 247

one sAP. To present a detailed problem formulation, we focus 248

on investigating that the sAP (together with the mBS) provides 249

the DC-enabled traffic offloading for one MU (i.e., one sAP- 250

MU pair), assuming that the sAP is simultaneously offloading 251

traffic to a total number Ns MUs. Notice that we firstly con- 252

sider that the value of Ns is predetermined, and the value of 253

Ns will be further optimized for the scenario of multiple sAPs 254

in Section V. 255

For the sake of clear presentation, in the following, we 256

denote the considered sAP as sAP s, and the MU as MU 257

i. MU i has a traffic requirement to achieve, which is denoted 258

by R
req
i . The DC enables the mBS to provide a fraction of 259

MU i’s traffic requirement and sAP s to offload the remain- 260

ing part. We consider that the mBS and sAP i use different 261

frequency channels to serve the MUs, and thus there is no 262

co-channel interference among the mBS’s transmission and 263

the sAP’s transmission. We use pBi(s) to denote the mBS’s 264

transmit-power to MU i, when sAP s executes the DC-enabled 265

offloading (notice that we include the subscript s in variable 266

pBi(s), since the mBS’s transmit-power to MU i depends on 267

which sAP executes the DC-enabled offloading). The down- 268

link transmission-rate xBi(s) from the mBS to MU i can be 269

written as: 270

xBi(s) = WB log2

(
1 +

pBi(s)gBi

nBi

)
, (1) 271
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where parameter WB denotes the mBS’s downlink channel272

bandwidth to accommodate each MU, and gBi denotes the273

channel power gain from the mBS to MU i. Parameter nBi274

denotes the power of the background noise at MU i from the275

mBS’s transmission, e.g., nBi can be expressed as nBi =276

WBn0, where n0 is the power density of the background277

noise.278

sAP s has both the on-grid power-supply and the EH power-279

supply. We use psi to denote sAP s’s transmit-power to MU i280

from its on-grid power-supply, and sAP s can flexibly adjust281

psi ∈ [0, pmax
s ] (where pmax

s denotes the maximum on-282

grid transmit-power). However, due to the intermittency of283

renewable energy sources, sAP s’s harvested energy, which284

is denote by Qs , is a random variable. As mentioned before,285

given the total number of Ns MUs served by sAP s, from286

the fairness perspective and tractability perspective, we con-287

sider that sAP s equally divides Qs for all its served MUs.288

As a result, the offloading rate from sAP s to MU i can be289

written as:290

xsi = Ws log2

(
1 +

(Nspsi +Qs)gsi
Nsnsi

)
, (2)291

where Ws denotes the downlink channel bandwidth used by292

sAP s to serve each MU, and gsi denotes the channel power293

gain from sAP s to MU i. Parameter nsi denotes the power294

of the background noise at MU i from the transmission of295

sAP s. In this work, to focus on our objective in investigat-296

ing how to properly exploit the DC-capability to facilitate297

the MUs’ traffic offloading and mitigate the impact of the298

intermittency in the EH power-supply, we adopt a relatively299

simple assumption on the utilization of EH power-supply (i.e.,300

sAP s equally allocates its entire EH power-supply Qs to the301

served Ns MUs). Therefore, our result in this work provides a302

benchmark evaluation on exploiting the DC for traffic offload-303

ing when integrating the EH power-supply. As we present304

in this paper, such a design (i.e., our proposed joint traffic305

scheduling and power allocation) is already very challenging306

to solve, even under the current assumption. In particular, as307

an important direction for our future study, we will further308

consider that the sAP can flexibly schedule its EH power-309

supply over different time slots and allocate different amounts310

of the EH power-supply for different MUs, and investigate311

the corresponding optimal design of the DC-enabled traffic312

offloading.313

In this work, we consider the long-term average on-grid314

power consumption and model Qs in each short schedul-315

ing period as an independent and uniform distribution within316

[M low
s ,M upp

s ]. The values of M low
s and M upp

s are assumed to317

be known based on the historical data. The uniform distribu-318

tion has been used to model uncertainty in EH power-supply319

over short-term periods [27], [32]–[34]. For instance, in [32],320

based on a time-slotted structure, the authors adopted the sim-321

ilar uniform distribution (as well as other distributions) to322

model the harvested energy from solar energy. [33] used the323

same slotted-structure and the uniform distribution of the EH324

supply to investigate the network throughput maximization for325

sink-based wireless sensor networks. Nevertheless, it is worth326

noticing that the current assumption about the EH-supply327

is relatively ideal for some specific cases. As an important 328

direction for our future work, we will also consider other 329

more realistic assumptions on the EH-supply and investi- 330

gate the corresponding optimal design of DC-enabled traffic 331

offloading. 332

The uncertainty in Qs introduces randomness to the achiev- 333

able offloading rate xsi from sAP s to MU i. Let rsi denote sAP 334

s’s assigned offloading rate to MU i. Due to the randomness 335

in xsi , rsi may not be satisfied, which leads to the offload- 336

ing outage. To capture this outage, we introduce function 337

Pout(psi , rsi ) to denote the probability that sAP s’s achiev- 338

able offloading rate xsi to MU i fails to meet the assigned 339

offloading rate rsi . Function Pout(psi , rsi ) can be written as: 340

Pout(psi , rsi ) = Pr{rsi ≥ xsi} 341

= Pr

{
rsi ≥ Ws log2

(
1 +

(Nspsi +Qs)gsi
Nsnsi

)}
342

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ns

((
2

rsi
Ws −1

)
nsi
gsi

−psi

)
−M low

s

M upp
s −M low

s
,

if
(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)
nsi
gsi

− M upp
s
Ns

≤ psi

≤
(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)
nsi
gsi

− M low
s
Ns

0, if
(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)
nsi
gsi

− M low
s
Ns

< psi

1, otherwise

(3) 343

Based on Pout(psi , rsi ), we formulate an optimization 344

problem to minimize the total on-grid power consumption, i.e., 345

pBi(s) + psi when sAP s offloads traffic to MU i. The details 346

are shown in the following total On-Grid Power Consumption 347

Minimization (OGPM) problem: 348

(OGPM) min pBi(s) + psi 349

Subject to: xBi(s) + rsi (1− Pout(psi , rsi )) = R
req
i , 350

(4) 351

0 ≤ pBi(s) ≤ pmax
B , (5) 352

0 ≤ psi ≤ pmax
s , (6) 353

Variables : (rsi , psi ) and
(
xBi(s), pBi(s)

)
. 354

In Problem (OGPM), we jointly optimize the following vari- 355

ables: i) sAP s’s assigned offloading rate rsi and the transmit- 356

power psi to MU i, and ii) the mBS’s transmission rate xBi(s) 357

and the transmit-power pBi(s). Constraint (4) guarantees that 358

MU i receives a total successful throughput equal to its require- 359

ment Rreq
i , where the term of rsi (1−Pout(psi , rsi )) denotes 360

the successful throughput received from sAP s. Parameter 361

pmax
B denotes the mBS’s maximum on-grid transmit-power 362

for each MU, and pmax
s denotes sAP s’s maximum on-grid 363

transmit-power for each MU. 364

According to [35], Problem (OGPM) is a non-convex 365

optimization problem which is difficult to solve. To address 366

this difficulty, we exploit the layered-property of Problem 367

(OGPM), and equivalently transform it into an equivalent form 368

that can lead to Problem (OGPM) an efficient solution. 369
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B. Layered Structure of Problem (OGPM)370

We now consider the most general case of Pout(psi , rsi ) ∈371

[0, 1] (i.e., the first case in (3)).2 In this case, we can372

equivalently transform Problem (OGPM) into:373

(OGPM) min pBi(s) + psi374

Subject to: WB log2

(
1 +

pBi(s)gBi

nBi

)
375

+ rsi
M upp

s + Nspsi − Ns

(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)
nsi
gsi

M upp
s −M low

s
376

= R
req
i , (7)377 (

2
rsi
Ws − 1

)nsi
gsi

− M upp
s

Ns
≤ psi378

≤
(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)nsi
gsi

− M low
s

Ns
,379

and constraints (5) and (6), (8)380

Variables: (rsi , psi ) and pBi(s).381

However, constraints (7) and (8) still yield a non-convex fea-382

sible region, leading to that Problem (OGPM) is a non-convex383

optimization problem. To solve Problem (OGPM) efficiently,384

we exploit its layered-property. Specifically, we introduce an385

auxiliary variable ρsi ∈ [0, 1] as follows:386

ρsi = rsi
M upp

s + Nspsi − Ns

(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)
nsi
gsi

M
upp
s −M low

s

1

R
req
i

. (9)387

Variable ρsi denotes the portion of MU i’s traffic requirement388

successfully offloaded through sAP s, and it is introduced to389

help us decompose Problem (OGPM) as shown in Figure 2.390

Specifically, we use ρsi to decompose Problem (OGPM) into391

a top-problem (i.e., Problem (OGPM-Top)) and two parallel392

subproblems (i.e., Problem (Sub-mBS) and Problem (Sub-393

sAP)). We next explain the details about the decomposition394

as follows.395

Given a fixed ρsi , we can equivalently separate Problem396

(OGPM) into two parallel subproblems to minimize the BS’s397

transmit-power and the sAP’s transmit-power, respectively.398

• Subproblem to find the BS’s minimum transmit-power as399

a function ρsi : Given ρsi , the first subproblem aims at400

finding the BS’s minimum transmit-power p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) as401

follows:402

(Sub−mBS) p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) = argmin pBi(s)403

Subject to: WB log2

(
1 +

pBi(s)gBi

nBi

)
404

= (1− ρsi )R
req
i ,405

and constraint (5), (10)406

Variable: pBi(s).407

Notice that we denote the optimal solution p̂Bi(s)(ρsi )408

(namely, the BS’s minimum transmit-power) as a function409

of ρsi .410

2We will analyze the case of full offloading outage at the end of this section
and the case of zero-offloading outage in Section IV-D.

Fig. 2. Decomposition of Problem (OGPM) into a top-problem (i.e., Problem
(OGPM-Top)) and two subproblems (i.e., Problem (Sub-mBS) and Problem
(Sub-sAP)).

• Subproblem to find the sAP’s minimum transmit-power as 411

a function: ρsi Given ρsi , the second subproblem aims 412

at finding the sAP s’s minimum transmit-power p̂si (ρsi ) 413

as follows: 414

(Sub− sAP) (p̂si (ρsi ), r̂si (ρsi )) = argmin psi 415

Subject to: psi =

(
M upp

s −M low
s

)
ρsiR

req
i

Nsrsi
416

+
(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)nsi
gsi

− M upp
s

Ns
, 417

and constraints (6) and (8), (11) 418

Variables: psi and rsi . 419

Constraint (11) stems from constraint (9). We denote the 420

optimal solution of this subproblem (i.e., the tuple of sAP 421

s’ minimum transmit-power and assigned-offloading rate 422

(p̂si (ρsi ), r̂si (ρsi ))) as a function of ρsi . 423

By using the optimal solutions of the two subproblems at the 424

bottom, we further optimize ρsi ∈ [0, 1] to minimize the total 425

on-grid power consumption, which leads to Problem (OGPM- 426

Top) as follows: 427

(OGPM− Top) ρ∗si = argmin p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) + p̂si (ρsi ) 428

Variable: 0 ≤ ρsi ≤ 1. 429

Notice that after we solve Problem (OGPM-Top) and find ρ∗si . 430

We can express the optimal solution of Problem (OGPM) by 431

feeding ρ∗si into the two subproblems, i.e., 432(
p∗Bi(s), p

∗
si , r

∗
si

)
=
(
p̂Bi(s)(ρ

∗
si ), p̂si (ρ

∗
si ), r̂si (ρ

∗
si )
)
. (12) 433

In addition, x∗Bi(s) = WB log(1 +
p∗
Bi(s)

gBi

nBi
). 434

We will present the detailed algorithms to solve the above 435

three problems in the next section. Before presenting the 436

details, we discuss a trivial case of the full offloading out- 437

age, i.e., Pout(psi , rsi ) = 1 in (3). In this case, only the 438

mBS can provide transmission rate to MU i, and no suc- 439

cessful offloading rate is provided by the sAP. As a result, 440

we can directly derive the solution of Problem (OGPM) as: 441

x∗si ,F = R
req
i , and p∗Bi(s),F = (2

R
req
i

WB − 1)nBi
gBi

(supposing that 442

p∗Bi(s),F ≤ pmax
B ), and p∗si ,F = 0. Here, the subscript “F” 443

denotes “Full Offloading Outage”. Due to the triviality, we 444

assume that the full offloading outage will not happen at the 445

optimum of Problem (OGPM). 446
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IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS TO447

SOLVE PROBLEM (OGPM)448

In this section, we propose algorithms to solve Problem449

(Sub-mBS), Problem (Sub-sAP), and Problem (OGPM-Top)450

in the above decomposition structure shown in Figure 2.451

A. Analytical Solution of Problem (Sub-mBS)452

We first solve Problem (Sub-mBS). By taking into account453

pmax
B , the viable interval of ρsi , which can ensure that Problem454

(Sub-mBS) is feasible, is ρsi ∈ [ max{0, ρlowsi ,mBS}, 1] where455

ρlowsi ,mBS = 1 − WB

Rreq
i

log2(1 +
pmax
B gBi

nBi
). For each ρsi in this456

viable interval, we can derive the optimal solution of Problem457

(Sub-mBS) as:458

p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) =

(
2

R
req
i (1−ρsi )

WB − 1

)
nBi

gBi
, (13)459

x̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) = (1− ρsi )R
req
i . (14)460

B. Proposed Algorithm to Solve Problem (Sub-sAP)461

Problem (Sub-sAP) is difficult to solve due to the non-462

convexity of constraint (10). To overcome this difficulty, we463

transform Problem (Sub-sAP) into the following form with a464

single decision-variable rsi :465

(Sub− sAP− E) p̂si (ρsi ) = min

(
M upp

s −M low
s

)
ρsiR

req
i

Nsrsi
466

+
(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)
nsi
gsi

− M upp
s

Ns
467

Variable: rsi ≥ ρsiR
req
i . (15)468

Notice that the first “≤” in constraint (8) can be directly469

satisfied by using (11) to replace psi , and the second “≤”470

in (8) translates to (15). Compared with Problem (Sub-sAP),471

we temporarily do not consider constraint (6) in Problem472

(Sub-sAP-E). Thanks to this temporal relaxation, Problem473

(Sub-sAP-E) becomes a convex optimization problem (which474

will be explained in Proposition 1 below). Before that, we475

discuss the connections between Problems (Sub-sAP) and476

(Sub-sAP-E).477

Remark 1 [Connections Between Problem (Sub-sAP) and478

Problem (Sub-sAP-E)]: Problem (Sub-sAP-E) is equivalent479

to Problem (Sub-sAP), except that we do not include con-480

straint (6). As a result, there will be three possible outcomes481

after we solve Problem (Sub-sAP-E).482

• First, if the optimal solution of Problem (Sub-sAP-E)483

(i.e., p̂si (ρsi )) satisfies 0 ≤ p̂si (ρsi ) ≤ pmax
s , then484

p̂si (ρsi ) suffices to be the optimal solution of Problem485

(Sub-sAP).486

• Second, if the optimal solution of Problem (Sub-sAP-E)487

(i.e., p̂si (ρsi )) satisfies p̂si (ρsi ) > pmax
s , then Problem488

(Sub-sAP) is infeasible under the currently given ρsi .489

• Third, if p̂si (ρsi ) < 0, then it means that sAP s’s rsi490

can be completely supported by its harvested energy, and491

there is no need for sAP s to use a positive on-grid power.492

In this case, additional operations are required such that493

we can find p̂si (ρsi ) = 0 (we will specify the details494

later on).495

To solve Problem (Sub-sAP-E), we identify the following 496

important property. 497

Proposition 1: Problem (Sub-sAP-E) is a convex 498

optimization problem. 499

Proof: Let F (rsi ) denote the first-order derivative of the 500

objective function of Problem (Sub-sAP-E). We then can 501

derive: 502

F (rsi ) =
ln 2nsi
Wsgsi

2
rsi
Ws − M upp

s −M low
s

Ns

ρsiR
req
i

r2si
, (16) 503

which is monotonically increasing in rsi . Moreover, the feasi- 504

ble interval of Problem (Sub-sAP-E) is affine. Thus, Problem 505

(Sub-sAP-E) is a convex optimization problem [35]. 506

Proposition 1 enables us to use the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 507

(KKT) conditions [35] to compute the optimal solution of 508

Problem (Sub-sAP-E). Specifically, we use r̂si (ρsi ) to denote 509

the optimal solution of Problem (Sub-sAP-E), which depends 510

on the given ρsi . To find r̂si (ρsi ), we propose SubSol- 511

Algorithm (the details are shown in the next page). The key 512

of SubSol-Algorithm is to exploit the increasing property of 513

F (rsi ) (according to the proof of Proposition 1) and use 514

the bisection-search to find the critical value (denoted by 515

ropt,temp
si ) such that F (ropt,temp

si ) = 0. The WHILE-Loop 516

(from Step 7 to Step 17) shows the bisection-search method. 517

Since rsi is lower bounded by ρsiR
req
i according to (15), we 518

directly set r
opt,temp
si = ρsiR

req
i if FCaseI(ρsiR

req
i ) > 0, 519

i.e., Steps 4-5 in SubSol-Algorithm. Finally, SubSol-Algorithm 520

outputs r̂si (ρsi ) = r
opt,temp
si . 521

Notice that based on r̂si (ρsi ), SubSol-Algorithm also out- 522

puts the smallest transmit-power required by sAP s in Step 19 523

(i.e., the optimal objective function value of Problem (Sub- 524

sAP-E)) as follows: 525

p̂si (ρsi ) =

(
M upp

s −M low
s

)
ρsiR

req
i

Ns r̂si (ρsi )
+

(
2

r̂si (ρsi )
Ws − 1

)
nsi
gsi

526

− M
upp
s

Ns
. (17) 527

Viability of SubSol-Algorithm to Solve Problem (Sub-sAP): 528

We illustrate the viability of SubSol-Algorithm to solve 529

Problem (Sub-sAP) by addressing the three cases in Remark 1. 530

• First, (p̂si (ρsi ), r̂si (ρsi )) (i.e., the output of SubSol- 531

Algorithm) suffices to be the optimal solution of Problem 532

(Sub-sAP), if p̂si (ρsi ) satisfies 0 ≤ p̂si (ρsi ) ≤ pmax
s . 533

• Second, Problem (Sub-sAP) is infeasible (under the given 534

ρsi ), if p̂si (ρsi ) leads to p̂si (ρsi ) > pmax
s . 535

• Third, if p̂si (ρsi ) < 0, it means that there is no need for 536

sAP s to spend any positive on-grid power. In this case, 537

we need additional operations to find the proper value 538

of r
opt,temp
si that yields p

opt,temp
si = 0. To this end, we 539

design the additional Steps 20-31 in SubSol-Algorithm. 540

We exploit the property that
(M upp

s −M low
s )ρsiR

req
i

Nsrsi
+ 541

(2
rsi
Ws − 1)nsi

gsi
− M upp

s
Ns

is increasing for rsi ∈ [r thresi ,∞] 542

(here, r thresi is equal to ropt,temp
si obtained in Step 9 of 543

SubSol-Algorithm). Hence, we use the bisection-search 544

to find the new ropt,temp
si that yields popt,temp

si = 0. 545
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SubSol-Algorithm: To Compute r̂si (ρsi ) and p̂si (ρsi )

1: Input: ρsi .
2: MU i sets γ (i.e., the tolerable computation-error used in the bisection-

search) as a very small number and sets flag = 1.
3: MU i sets r lower

si = ρsiR
req
i and sets r

upper
si = rupper (where rupper is

a very large number).
4: if F (r lower

si ) > 0 then
5: MU i sets ropt,temp = r lower

si .
6: else
7: while flag = 1 do
8: if

(
r

upper
si − r lower

si

)
≤ γ then

9: MU i sets r
opt,temp
si = 1

2 (r
lower
si + r

upper
si ) and flag = 0.

10: else
11: if F

(
1
2 (r

lower
si + r

upper
si )

)
> 0 then

12: MU i sets r
upper
si = 1

2 (r
lower
si + r

upper
si ).

13: else
14: MU i sets r lower

si = 1
2 (r

lower
si + r

upper
si ).

15: end if
16: end if
17: end while
18: end if

19: MU i computes p
opt,temp
si =

(M
upp
s −M low

s )ρsiR
req
i

Nsr
opt,temp
si

+ (2
r

opt,temp
si
Ws −

1)
nsi
gsi

− M
upp
s
Ns

.

20: if popt,temp
si < 0 then

21: MU i sets r = r
opt,temp
si and r = rupper.

22: while (r − r) > γ do

23: MU i sets v =
2(M

upp
s −M low

s )ρsiR
req
i

Ns (r+r)
+ (2

r+r
2Ws − 1)

nsi
gsi

−
M

upp
s
Ns

.
24: if v > 0 then
25: MU i sets r = 1

2 (r + r).
26: else
27: MU i sets r = 1

2 (r + r).
28: end if
29: end while
30: MU i sets r

opt,temp
si = 1

2 (r + r), and p
opt,temp
si =

(M
upp
s −M low

s )ρsiR
req
i

Nsr
opt,temp
si

+ (2
r

opt,temp
si
Ws − 1)

nsi
gsi

− M
upp
s
Ns

.

31: end if
32: Output: r̂si (ρsi ) = r

opt,temp
si and p̂si (ρsi ) = p

opt,temp
si .

C. Proposed Algorithm to Solve Problem (OGPM-Top)546

After solving Problem (Sub-mBS) and Problem (Sub-sAP)547

and obtaining p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) and p̂si (ρsi ), respectively, we con-548

tinue to solve Problem (OGPM-Top). In spite of its simple549

form, it is difficult to solve Problem (OGPM-Top), since550

we still cannot analytically derive p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) + p̂si (ρsi ).551

Fortunately, Problem (OGPM-Top) only involves a single-552

variable ρsi within a fixed interval, i.e., ρsi ∈ [0, 1]. Based553

on this property, we propose LS-Algorithm that performs a554

linear-search of ρsi ∈ [0, 1] (with a very small step-size)555

to solve Problem (OGPM-Top) and find the optimal solu-556

tion
(
r∗si , p∗si , x∗Bi(s), p

∗
Bi(s)

)
. The details of LS-Algorithm are557

as follows.558

D. Advanced Algorithm to Solve Problem (OGPM-Top)559

Based on the Case of Zero-Outage560

The linear-search in LS-Algorithm requires a very small561

step-size Δ (e.g., Δ = 10−5), which consequently562

requires at most 1
Δ iterations. To reduce the number of563

iterations, we further propose an advanced LS-Algorithm564

LS-Algorithm: Output
(
r∗si , p∗si , x∗Bi(s), p

∗
Bi(s)

)
for Problem

(OGPM)

1: Initialization: Set ρsi = 0 and Δ as a sufficiently small number (Δ =
10−5). MU i sets the current best value CBV = ∞ and the current
best solution CBS = ∅.

2: while ρsi ≤ 1 do
3: If Problem (sub-sAP) is feasible, MU i uses SubSol-Algorithm to

compute (r̂si (ρsi ), p̂si (ρsi )). Otherwise, turn to Step 9.
4: If Problem (sub-mBS) is feasible, MU i uses (13) and (14) to compute

x̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) and p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ). Otherwise, turn to Step 9.
5: if

(
p̂si (ρsi ) + p̂Bi(s)(ρsi )

)
< CBV then

6: MU i updates CBV = p̂si (ρsi ) + p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ).
7: MU i sets CBS =(

r̂si (ρsi ), p̂si (ρsi ), x̂Bi(s)(ρsi ), p̂Bi(s)(ρsi )
)

according
to (12).

8: end if
9: Update ρsi = ρsi +Δ.

10: end while
11: Output:

(
r∗si , p∗si , x∗Bi(s)

, p∗
Bi(s)

)
= CBS.

(i.e., ADLS-Algorithm) in this subsection. The key idea is to 565

identify a range of ρsi over which we can analytically char- 566

acterize the optimal solution of Problem (OGPM-Top). As a 567

result, we do not need to use the above linear-search within 568

this range. 569

1) Zero-Outage Case and Its Sufficient Condition to Occur: 570

To find such an interval of ρsi over which we do not need to 571

execute the linear-search, we identify a special case of zero- 572

outage, namely, Pout(psi , rsi ) = 0. As an important property, 573

we provide the following proposition. 574

Proposition 2: Given ρsi , if F (ρsiR
req
i ) ≥ 0, then the 575

optimal solution of Problem (Sub-sAP-E) yields the zero- 576

outage, i.e., Pout(p̂si (ρsi ), r̂si (ρsi )) = 0. 577

Proof: Based on the convexity of Problem (Sub-sAP-E), if 578

F (ρsiR
req
i ) ≥ 0, then the optimal solution can be directly 579

expressed as r̂si (ρsi ) = ρsiR
req
i , which consequently leads to 580

p̂si (ρsi ) =

(
2

ρsiR
req
i

Ws − 1

)
nsi
gsi

− M low
s

Ns
. 581

By substituting (r̂si (ρsi ), p̂si (ρsi )) into (3), we can obtain 582

Pout(r̂si (ρsi ), p̂si (ρsi )) = 0. 583

Furthermore, we identify the following important property. 584

Proposition 3: There exists a critical threshold ρcrisi , which 585

is given by 586

ρcrisi =
Ws

Rreq
i ln 2

W
(
M upp

s −M low
s

Ns

gsi
nsi

)
. (18) 587

Here, function W(.) is the Lambert W-function [36], i.e., the 588

inverse function of f (x ) = x exp (x ). Specifically, if ρcrisi < 589

1, then for each ρsi ∈ [ρcrisi , 1], the corresponding optimal 590

solution (p̂si (ρsi ), r̂si (ρsi )) of Problem (Sub-sAP-E) leads to 591

the zero-outage. 592

Proof: Based on (16), we can derive F (ρsiR
req
i ) = 593

ln 2
Ws

nsi
gsi

2
ρsiR

req
i

Ws − M upp
s −M low

s
Ns

1
ρsiR

req
i

, which is increasing in 594

ρsi . Thus, there exists a unique ρcrisi such that F (ρcrisi R
req
i ) = 595

0. By solving F (ρcrisi R
req
i ) = 0, we can obtain ρcrisi in (18). 596

2) Analytical Solution in Zero-Outage Case: The purpose 597

of analyzing the zero-outage case is that we can analytically 598
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derive the optimal solution of Problem (OGPM). The details599

are as follows. With Pout(psi , rsi ) = 0, Problem (OGPM) can600

be equivalently re-written into the following form (where, the601

letter “Z” denotes “Zero”):602

(OGPM− Z) min pBi(s) + psi603

Subject to: WB log2

(
1 +

pBi(s)gBi

nBi

)
+ rsi = R

req
i604

psi ≥
(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)nsi
gsi

− M low
s

Ns
605

and constraints (5) and (6)606

Variable: {rsi , psi} and pBi (19)607

We next analytically derive the optimal solution of Problem608

(OGPM-Z). To this end, we firstly identify the following two609

subcases regarding the right hand side of (19):610

• Subcase-I which is based on the pre-assumption that611

rsi ≤ Ws log2(1 +
M low

s gsi
Nsnsi

). Subcase-I means that the612

assigned offloading rate rsi is no larger than the rate613

that can be solely supported by sAP s’s minimum EH614

power-supply M low
s , which thus ensures the zero-outage615

to occur. Correspondingly, psi should be zero.616

• Subcase-II which is based on the pre-assumption that617

rsi ≥ Ws log2(1 +
M low

s gsi
Nsnsi

). Subcase-II means that the618

assigned offloading rate rsi is larger than the rate that619

can be solely supported by sAP s’s minimum EH power-620

supply M low
s . As a result, a positive psi is required to621

ensure the zero-outage to occur.622

Based on the above Subcase-I and Subcase-II, we derive623

the optimal solution of Problem (OGPM-Z) under the two624

subcases as follows.625

Solution under Subcase-I: Based on the rationale of626

Subcase-I, the optimal solution of Problem (OGPM-Z) can627

be written as:628

r∗si ,Z−SubI = min

{
Ws log2(1 +

M low
s gsi
Nsnsi

),R
req
i

}
,629

p∗si ,Z−SubI = 0,630

x∗Bi(s),Z−SubI = R
req
i − r∗si ,Z−SubI,631

p∗Bi(s),Z−SubI =
(
2
x∗
Bi(s),Z−SubI − 1

)nBi

gBi
.632

Notice that Subcase-I is valid, only if p∗Bi(s),Z−SubI ≤ pmax
B .633

Solution under Subcase-II: Based on the rationale of634

Subcase-II, we can derive the optimal solution of Problem635

(OGPM-Z) as follows. Since constraint (19) is strictly bind-636

ing at the optimum in this case (i.e., no additional on-grid637

power is required), we can equivalently transform Problem638

(OGPM-Z-SubII) into a single-variable optimization problem639

as follows:640

(OGPM− Z− SubII): min
(
2

rsi
Ws − 1

)nsi
gsi

− M low
s

Ns
641

+

(
2

R
req
i

−rsi
WB − 1

)
nBi

gBi
642

Variable: r lowsi ,Z−SubII ≤ rsi ≤ ruppsi ,Z−SubII.643

In the above problem, the lower-bound r lowsi ,Z−SubII is given 644

by: 645

r lowsi ,Z−SubII = max

{
R
req
i −WB log2

(
1 +

pmax
B gBi

nBi

)
, 646

Ws log2

(
1 +

M lowgsi
Nsnsi

)}
, 647

which stems from (5) and psi = (2
rsi
Ws − 1)nsi

gsi
− M low

s
Ns

≥ 0. 648

The upper-bound ruppZ−SubII is given by: 649

r
upp
si ,Z−SubII 650

= min

⎧⎨
⎩Ws log2

⎛
⎝1 +

(pmax
s + M low

Ns
)gsi

nsi

⎞
⎠,Rreq

i

⎫⎬
⎭, 651

which stems from psi = (2
rsi
Ws − 1)nsi

gsi
− M low

s
Ns

≤ pmax
s . 652

Notice that Subcase-II is valid, only if r lowsi ,Z−SubII ≤ 653

r
upp
si ,Z−SubII. Otherwise, Subcase-II fails to hold. 654

In particular, we express the optimal solution of Problem 655

(OGPM-Z-SubII) in the following proposition. 656

Proposition 4: If r lowsi ,Z−SubII ≤ ruppsi ,Z−SubII, the optimal 657

solution of Problem (OGPM-Z-SubII) can be analytically 658

written as: 659

r∗si ,Z−SubII 660

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

r lowsi ,Z−SubII, if FZ

(
r lowsi ,Z−SubII

)
> 0

ruppsi ,Z−SubII, if FZ

(
ruppsi ,Z−SubII

)
< 0

WBWs
WB+Ws

(
Rreq

i
WB

− log2

(
WBgBinsi
WsgsinBi

))
, otherwise.

(20) 661

Here, FZ(rsi ) = ln 2nsi
Wsgsi

2
rsi
Ws − ln 2nBi

WBgBi
2

R
req
i

−rsi
WB is the first- 662

order derivative of the objective function of Problem (OGPM- 663

Z-SubII). 664

Proof: It can be verified that function FZ(rsi ) is increasing 665

in rsi . Thus, considering the affine feasible interval, Problem 666

(OGPM-Z-SubII) is a strictly convex optimization problem. 667

The convexity enables us to use the KKT conditions to derive 668

the optimal solution. Specifically, by solving FZ(rsi ) = 0, 669

we obtain the last case of (20). On the other hand, if 670

FZ(r
low
si ,Z−SubII) > 0 (which means that the objective func- 671

tion is increasing for rsi ∈ [r lowsi ,Z−SubII, r
upp
si ,Z−SubII]), we set 672

r∗si ,Z−SubII = r lowsi ,Z−SubII, i.e., the first case of (20). Finally, 673

if FZ(r
upp
si ,Z−SubII) < 0 (which means that the objective func- 674

tion is decreasing for rsi ∈ [r lowsi ,Z−SubII, r
upp
si ,Z−SubII]), we set 675

r∗si ,Z−SubII = r
upp
si ,Z−SubII, i.e., the second case of (20). 676

By using r∗si ,Z−SubII in (20), we derive the optimal solution 677

of Problem (OGPM-Z-SubII) as follows: 678

p∗si ,Z−SubII =

(
2

r∗si,Z−SubII
Ws − 1

)
nsi
gsi

− M low
s

Ns
, 679

x∗Bi(s),Z−SubII = R
req
i − r∗si ,Z−SubII, 680

p∗Bi(s),Z−SubII =

(
2

x∗
Bi(s),Z−SubII

WB − 1

)
nBi

gBi
. 681
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In summary, by comparing the optimal solutions under682

Subcase-I and Subcase-II (if they are feasible), we can derive683

the optimal solution of Problem (OGPM-Z) as follows:684 (
r∗si ,Z, p

∗
si ,Z, x

∗
si ,Z, p

∗
Bi(s),Z

)
685

=
(
r∗
si ,Z−Subθ̂

, p∗
si ,Z−Subθ̂

, x∗
si ,Z−Subθ̂

, p∗
Bi(s),Z−Subθ̂

)
,686

(21)687

where θ̂ = argminθ∈{I,II} p∗si ,Z−Subθ + p∗Bi(s),Z−Subθ.688

3) Proposed Advanced LS-Algorithm: Based on689

Propositions 2 and 3, for the interval of ρsi ∈ [ρcrisi , 1]690

(within which the optimal solution of Problem (OGPM)691

always leads to the zero-outage), we can directly use (21) to692

compute the optimal solution of Problem (OGPM), instead693

of executing a linear-search ρsi ∈ [ρcrisi , 1]. Exploiting this694

important property, we further propose the following ADLS-695

Algorithm (“AD” means “Advanced”) to solve Problem696

(OGPM). The details of ADLS-Algorithm are shown on the697

next page.698

Compared with LS-Algorithm, ADLS-Algorithm uses (21)699

to compute the optimal solution for the interval ρsi ∈ [ρcrisi , 1]700

(i.e., Steps 3-9), and thus avoids the linear-search of ρsi ∈701

[ρcrisi , 1]. In particular, let Δ denote the step-size (which is702

a very small number, e.g., 10−5) used by the linear-search703

in ADLS-Algorithm. Our proposed ADLS-Algorithm requires704

no more than 2
ρcrisi
Δ log2(

rupper

γ ) (recall that γ denotes the705

tolerable computation-error used by our SubSol-Algorithm706

before). In Section VI, Figure 5(b) shows the advantage of707

ADLS-Algorithm in reducing the number of iterations.708

Until now, we have completed solving Problem (OGPM)709

and obtained the optimal offloading solution for the targeted710

pair of sAP s and MU i, when sAP s is serving the total number711

of Ns MUs. Notice that by using our ADLS-Algorithm, we712

can find the optimal offloading solution for an arbitrary sAP-713

MU pair, which facilitates our extended study of the multi-sAP714

case in the next section.715

V. EXTENSION TO THE SCENARIO OF716

MULTIPLE SMALL CELLS717

A. System Model and Problem Formulation718

In this section, based on the optimal offloading solution for719

the single sAP case in Section IV, we further extend to inves-720

tigate the scenario of multiple sAPs. As shown in the system721

model in Figure 1, we consider a scenario of a group of sAPs722

S = {1, 2, . . . ,S} providing the DC-enabled offloading to a723

group of MUs I = {1, 2, . . . I }. Our objective is to investi-724

gate how the sAPs properly select different MUs to provide725

the DC-enabled offloading, with the objective of maximizing726

the total network-reward. To model this problem, we intro-727

duce the binary variable zsi ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈ I, s ∈ S to denote728

whether sAP s selects MU i or not. Specifically, zsi = 1 means729

that sAP s selects MU i to execute the DC-enabled traffic730

offloading, while zsi = 0 means the opposite.731

Recall that in Sections III and IV, by assuming that732

sAP s selects exactly Ns =
∑

i∈I zsi MUs to serve, we733

have proposed ADLS-Algorithm (and LS-Algorithm) to com-734

pute the optimal traffic scheduling and power allocation735

ADLS-Algorithm: The Optimal Solution
(
r∗si , p∗si , x∗Bi(s),

p∗Bi(s)

)
of Problem (OGPM)

1: Initialization: Set ρsi = 0 and Δ as a sufficiently small number (Δ =
10−5). MU i sets CBV = ∞ and CBS = ∅

2: while ρsi ≤ 1 do
3: if ρsi ≥ ρcri

si then
4: If r low

si,Z-SubII ≤ r
upp
si,Z-SubII, MU i computes(

r∗si,Z, p∗si,Z, x∗si,Z, p∗Bi(s),Z

)
according to (21). Otherwise,

break the While-Loop.
5: if (p∗si,Z+, p∗

Bi(s),Z
) < CBV then

6: MU i updates CBV = p∗si,Z+, p∗
Bi(s),Z

and CBS =(
r∗si,Z, p∗si,Z, x∗si,Z, p∗Bi(s),Z

)
.

7: end if
8: Break the whole WHILE-LOOP.
9: end if

10: If Problem (sub-sAP) is feasible, MU i uses SubSol-Algorithm to
compute (r̂si (ρsi ), p̂si (ρsi )). Otherwise, start the next iteration.

11: If Problem (sub-mBS) is feasible, MU i uses (13) and (14) to compute
x̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) and p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ). Otherwise, start the next iteration.

12: if
(
p̂si (ρsi ) + p̂Bi(s)(ρsi )

)
< CBV then

13: MU i updates CBV = p̂si (ρsi ) + p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ).
14: MU i sets CBS =(

r̂si (ρsi ), p̂si (ρsi ), x̂Bi(s)(ρsi ), p̂Bi(s)(ρsi )
)
.

15: end if
16: Update ρsi = ρsi +Δ.
17: end while
18: Output:

(
r∗si , p∗si , x∗Bi(s)

, p∗
Bi(s)

)
= CBS.

for the pair of sAP s and MU i, which is denoted by 736

(r∗si , p∗si , x∗Bi(s), p
∗
Bi(s)). In other words, the optimal solution 737

(r∗si , p∗si , x∗Bi(s), p
∗
Bi(s)) of Problem (OGPM) depends on the 738

detailed value of Ns =
∑

i∈I zsi . To explicitly denote this 739

impact due to
∑

i∈I zsi , in the following, we re-denote the 740

optimal solution of Problem (OGPM) about the pair of sAP s 741

and MU i as follows: 742(
r∗
si ,(

∑
i∈I zsi)

, p∗
si ,(

∑
i∈I zsi)

, 743

x∗
Bi(s),(

∑
i∈I zsi)

, p∗
Bi(s),(

∑
i∈I zsi)

)
. (22) 744

Based on (22), we formulate the following optimal MU- 745

selection problem to investigate how different sAPs optimally 746

select different MUs to provide the DC-enabled offloading: 747

(MultiMUSel): 748

max
∑
s∈S

∑
i∈I

(
μR

req
i − π

(
p∗
si ,(

∑
i∈I zsi)

749

+ p∗
Bi(s),(

∑
i∈I zsi)

))
zsi 750

Subject to:
∑
s∈S

zsi ≤ 1,∀i ∈ I (23) 751

∑
i∈I

zsi ≤ Hmax
s , ∀s ∈ S (24) 752

zsi = 0, if i ∈ Ωinf
s,(

∑
i∈I zsi)

, ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ I 753

(25) 754

Variables: {zsi}s∈S,i∈I . 755

In Problem (MultiMUSel), we aim at maximizing the total 756

network-reward that takes into account the marginal reward 757

λ for successfully serving a MU’s traffic requirement, and 758

the cost due to the mBS’s and sAP s’s total on-grid power 759
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consumption (p∗si ,(∑i∈I zsi )
+ p∗Bi(s),(

∑
i∈I zsi )

) when sAP s760

selects MU i to provide the traffic offloading. Here, parameter761

π denotes the marginal cost for the on-grid power consump-762

tion. Constraint (23) means that MU i can only be served by763

at most one sAP. Constraint (24) means that sAP s can select764

no more than Hmax
s MUs to serve. Here, we consider that the765

small cells use the frequency division multiple access (FDMA)766

to accommodate different MUs, and each sAP s has Hmax
s767

available sub-channels to serve the MUs. In constraint (25),768

set Ωinf
s,(

∑
i∈I zsi )

denotes the subset of the MUs who cannot769

be served by sAP s when sAP s selects total
∑

i∈I zsi MUs770

to serve.3771

Problem (MultiMUSel) is very challenging to solve, since772

it is a nonlinear binary programming problem due to the773

following two reasons. First, in the objective function, for774

each pair of sAP s and MU i, the minimum on-grid power775

(p∗si ,(∑i∈I zsi )
, p∗Bi(s),(

∑
i∈I zsi )

) depends on the value of776 ∑
i∈I zsi . Second, constraints (23) and (24) together lead to777

a resource-constrained generalized assignment problem [38].778

Specifically, each sAP s (i.e., an agent) can accept no more779

than Hmax
s MUs (i.e., the jobs), and each MU i can only be780

assigned to at most one sAP. To tackle this difficulty, we pro-781

pose an efficient algorithm to solve Problem (MultiMUSel) in782

the next subsection.783

B. Layered Algorithm to Solve Problem (MultiMUSel)784

To solve Problem (MultiMUSel), we first identify the785

following property: in Problem (MultiMUSel), the objec-786

tive function and constraints are separable with respect to787

individual sAP, except that constraint (23) couples all sAPs.788

To decouple (23), for each sAP s, we first introduce set789

Λs ⊆ I to denote the subset of the MUs who are assigned790

to sAP s as the candidate-users to be served. Please notice791

that the MUs in Λs are the candidate-users to be selected792

by sAP s (in other words, it might be optimal for sAP s793

to only select some MUs in Λs , instead of all of them). In794

addition, we introduce Λ0 to denote the subset of MUs who795

are not assigned to any sAP (i.e., the MUs Λ0 will be not796

served by any sAP). We impose the following two constraints797

regarding {Λs}s∈S∪{0}, i.e., i)
⋃

s∈S∪{0} Λs = I, and ii)798

Λs
⋂
Λs′ = ∅ for any two different s and s′.799

Based on {Λs}s∈S∪{0}, our key idea to solve Problem800

(MultiMUSel) is to vertically decompose it into the following801

two problems as shown in Figure 3. We explain the details802

about the decomposition as follows.803

1) Subproblem to Optimize the MU-Selection for Each804

Individual sAP Under Given Λs : Suppose that {Λs}s∈S∪{0}805

is given. We solve the following subproblem for each sAP s:806

(MultiMUSel− sAPs):807

RWs(Λs) = max
∑
i∈Λs

(
μR

req
i − π

(
p∗
si ,(

∑
i∈Λs

zsi)
808

+ p∗
Bi(s),(

∑
i∈Λs

zsi)

))
zsi809

3Notice that we can determine set Ωinf
s,(

∑
i∈I zsi )

as follows. Given the

value of
∑

i∈I zsi , MU i belongs to set Ωinf
s,(

∑
i∈I zsi )

, if we find that

Problem (OGPM) is infeasible for the pair of sAP s and MU i.

Fig. 3. Decomposition of Problem (MultiMUSel) into Problem (MultiMUSel-
Top) on the top and Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) for each sAP s at the bottom.
Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) is further decomposed into Problem (sAP-Top)
and Problem (sAP-Sub) in Section V-C.

Subject to:
∑
i∈Λs

zsi ≤ Hmax
s (26) 810

zsi = 0, if i ∈ Ωinf
s,(

∑
i∈Λs

zsi)
(27) 811

Variables: zsi = {0, 1}, i ∈ Λs . 812

As we will show later on, we can solve Problem (MultiMUSel- 813

sAPs) and derive RWs(Λs) efficiently. 814

2) Top-problem to Optimize {Λs}s∈S for All sAPs: After 815

solving Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) and obtaining RWs(Λs) 816

for each sAP s, we then continue to find the optimal 817

{Λ∗
s}s∈S∪{0}, by solving the following optimization problem: 818

(MultiMUSel− Top): max
∑
s∈S

RWs(Λs) 819

Subject to:
⋃

s∈S∪{0}
Λs = I 820

Λs

⋂
Λs′ = ∅,∀s 	= s ′ 821

Variables: {Λs}s∈S∪{0}. 822

Notice that after obtaining {Λ∗
s}s∈S∪{0}, we can obtain 823

the optimal MU-selection solution for the original Problem 824

(MultiMUSel), i.e., by solving Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) 825

for each sAP s again under the given Λ∗
s . 826

In the following, we provide the algorithms to solve 827

Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) and Problem (MultiMUSel- 828

Top), respectively. 829

C. A Further Decomposition of Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) 830

Firstly, we focus on solving Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) 831

under the given Λs . However, Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) is 832

still a nonlinear binary programming problem. To efficiently 833

solve Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs), we further decompose it 834

into two subproblems (as shown in Figure 3). Specifically, 835

we introduce a variable n to denote the number of the MUs 836

selected by sAP s to serve, and the feasible value of n is 837

within 1, 2, . . . , |Λs | (here, |Λs | denotes the cardinality of 838

set Λs which is given in advance in Problem (MultiMUSel- 839

sAPs)). By using the newly introduced variable n, we present 840

the vertical decomposition of Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) as 841

follows. 842

1) Subproblem (sAPs-Sub) to Optimize {zsi}i∈Λs
Under 843

Given n: Suppose that the value of n is given in advance, 844

which means that sAP s selects
∑

i∈Λs
zsi = min{Hmax

s ,n} 845

MUs in Λs . In this situation, we focus on solving the following 846
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subproblem under the given n (as well as the given Λs ):847

(sAPs − Sub):848

RWsub
s (Λs ,n) = max

∑
i∈Λs

(
μRreq

i − π
(
p∗si,(min{Hmax

s ,n})849

+ p∗Bi(s),(min{Hmax
s ,n})

))
zsi850

Subject to:
∑
i∈Λs

zsi = min
{
Hmax
s ,n

}
,851

zsi = 0, if i ∈ Ωinf
s,(min{Hmax

s ,n}),852

Variables: zsi = {0, 1}, i ∈ Λs .853

Since the value of min{Hmax
s ,n} is known, Problem (sAPs-854

Sub) is a linear binary programming problem, which differs855

from Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs). We will show that we856

can analytically derive RWsub
s (Λs ,n) and thus solve Problem857

(sAPs-Sub).858

2) Top-Problem (sAPs-Top) to Optimize n: After obtaining859

RWsub
s (Λs ,n) for the given n, we then solve the following860

problem to find the optimal n∗ that can maximize sAP s’s861

reward under the given set Λs :862

(sAPs − Top):863

RWs(Λs) = max
n={0,1,2,...,min{|Λs |,Hmax

s }}
RWsub

s (Λs ,n).864

(28)865

Notice that after solving Problem (sAPs-Top), we complete866

solving the original Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs)867

D. Proposed Algorithm to Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) for868

Each sAP s869

Based on the decomposition of Problem (MultiMUSel-870

sAPs) explained in the previous subsection, we next solve871

Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs). Specifically, we first analyti-872

cally solve Problem (sAPs-Sub), and then propose an algo-873

rithm to solve Problem (sAPs-Top) by using the analytical874

solution of Problem (sAPs-Sub).875

1) Analytical Solution of Problem (sAPs-Sub): We876

first focus on solving Problem (sAPs-Sub) and deriving877

RWsub
s (Λs ,n). Thanks to the simple structure of Problem878

(sAPs-Sub), we can derive the optimal solution as follows.879

Specifically, suppose that the MUs in Λs are ordered in the880

descending order based on the value of Vm = μR
req
m −881

π(p∗sm,(min{Hmax
s ,n}) + p∗Bm(s),(min{Hmax

s ,n})), i.e.,882

V1 > V2 > V3 > · · · > V|Λs |. (29)883

In the reminder of this section, we assume that MU m in Λs884

has been ordered according to (29) when we use subscript m885

to denote the MU. We provide the following result regarding886

the optimal solution of Problem (sAPs-Sub).887

Proposition 5: Based on the ordering in (29), the optimal888

solution of Problem (sAPs-Sub) (with the given n ≤889

min{|Λs |,Hmax
s }}) can be given by890

z∗sm,(n) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, ifm /∈ Ωinf
s,(min{Hmax

s ,n}) and∑j∈Λs ,j=m−1
j∈Λs ,j=1 z∗sj < min{Hmax

s ,n}
0, otherwise

891

Please notice that the subscript (n) in z∗sm,(n) indicates that 892

the optimal solution depends on the given value of n. On the 893

other hand, Problem (sAPs-Sub) is infeasible, if the following 894

condition holds: 895

|Λs | −
∣∣∣Ωinf

s,(min{Hmax
s ,n})

∣∣∣ < min{Hmax
s ,n}. (30) 896

Proof: Due to the structure of Problem (sAPs-Sub), we 897

can prove (30) by showing the contradiction. Let {z∗sm}m∈Λs
898

denote the optimal solution of Problem (sAPs-Sub) but being 899

inconsistent with (30). In other words, there exists two dif- 900

ferent m and m ′ (with m and m ′ ∈ Λs , m ′ > m , m and 901

m ′ /∈ Ωinf
s,(min{Hmax

s ,n})), and we have z∗sm = 0 and z∗sm ′ = 1, 902

which is inconsistent with (30). In this situation, we can set 903

z∗sm = 1 and z∗sm ′ = 0 to increase the objective function of 904

Problem (sAPs-Sub) but without violating any constraint. We 905

thus finish the proof. 906

Based on Proposition 5 and (30), we can express the optimal 907

objective function value of Problem (sAPs-Sub) as follows 908

RWsub
s (Λs ,n) =

∑

m∈Λs

(
μRreq

i − π
(
p∗sm,(min{Hmax

s ,n}) 909

+ p∗Bm(s),(min{Hmax
s ,n})

))
z∗sm,(n). 910

(31) 911

2) Solving Problem (sAPs-Top) and Problem (MultiMUSel- 912

sAPs): Based on (30) and (31), we then solve Problem 913

(sAPs-Top). Since Problem (sAPs-Top) only involves an 914

integer variable n = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,min{|Λs |,Hmax
s }}, we 915

propose sAPSol-Algorithm, which is based on the enumer- 916

ation of n within {0, 1, 2, . . . ,min{|Λs |,Hmax
s }}, to find 917

the optimal n∗ that can maximize the objective function 918

RWs(Λs). Notice that our proposed sAPSol-Algorithm also 919

solves Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs) and outputs the optimal 920

solution {z∗sm}m∈Λs
(as well as the corresponding RWs(Λs)). 921

E. Proposed Algorithm to Solve Problem (MultiMUSel-Top) 922

By using sAPSol-Algorithm as the subroutine to com- 923

pute RWs(Λs) (for each sAP s) under the given Λs , we 924

then continue to solve Problem (MultiMUSel-Top). Thanks 925

to the simple form, Problem (MultiMUSel-Top) can be con- 926

sidered as an optimal grouping problem that assigns the MUs 927

into the sets {Λs}s∈S ⋃{0}. We use {Λ∗
s}s∈S ⋃{0} to denote 928

the optimal solution of Problem (MultiMUSel-Top). To find 929

{Λ∗
s}s∈S ⋃{0}, we propose the following SelSol-Algorithm. 930

The key of SelSol-Algorithm is to execute a randomized local 931

search based on the idea of simulated annealing [39]. 932

• In each round of iteration, a randomly selected sAP s 933

randomly selects a MU j ∈ Λs and moves this MU j to 934

another randomly selected sAP s′. If such a MU-switch 935

can improve the total reward of sAP s and sAP s′, then 936

sAP s and sAP s′ accept such a MU-switch by updating 937

Λs = Λs \ {j} and Λs′ = Λs′
⋃{j}. Please notice that 938

for the sake of easy presentation, we introduce sAP 0 as 939

a virtual sAP which manages Λ0. 940

• To avoid being trapped in the local optimum, we adopt 941

the idea of Simulated Annealing (SA) [39], [40] to accept 942

the non-improvement MU-switch with a certain proba- 943

bility (in Step 4). In particular, the probability to accept 944
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sAPSol-Algorithm: To Solve Problem (MultiMUSel-sAPs)
and Output {z∗sm}m∈Λs

and RWs(Λs)

1: Input Λs for sAP s
2: Initialize CBV = 0, CBS = ∅, and n = 0.
3: while n ≤ min{|Λs |,Hmax

s } do
4: sAP s uses ADLS-Algorithm to compute (p∗

si,(n)
, p∗

Bi(s),(n)
) for

each MU i ∈ Λs , and obtain Ωinf
s,(n)

.
5: if Problem (sAPs-Sub) is infeasible according to (30) then
6: sAP sets n = n + 1 and starts the next round of iteration.
7: else
8: sAP s uses (30) to compute {z∗

sm,(n)
}m∈Λs

and uses (31) to

compute RWsub
s (Λs ,n).

9: if RWsub
s (Λs ,n) > CBV then

10: sAP s sets CBV = RWsub
s (Λs ,n), and set CBS =

{z∗
sm,(n)

}m∈Λs
.

11: end if
12: sAP s sets n = n + 1.
13: end if
14: end while
15: Output: RWs (Λs ) = CBV and {z∗sm}m∈Λs

= CBS.

SelSol-Algorithm: To Solve Problem (MultiMUSel-Top)
and Output {Λ∗

s}s∈S ⋃{0}
1: Initialization: assign the MUs into {Λ}s∈S ⋃{0} in a round-robin

manner, set the iteration index t = 1, and set the initial temperature
Tini = 100.

2: Each sAP s uses sAPSol-algorithm to compute RWs (Λs ), and the
virtual sAP 0 sets RW0(Λ0) = 0 directly.

3: while (1) do
4: Randomly select an sAP (let us say s) with nonempty Λs , and sAP

s randomly selects a MU j ∈ Λs . sAP s further randomly selects
another sAP s′ 
= s .

5: sAP s moves MU j to sAP s′. Correspondingly, sAP s sets Λ̃s =
Λs \ {j}, and sAP s sets Λ̃′

s = Λ′
s
⋃{j}.

6: if RWs (Λ̃s ) + RWs (Λ̃′
s ) > RWs (Λs ) + RWs (Λ′

s ) then
7: sAP s updates Λs = Λ̃s , and sAP s′ updates Λ′

s = Λ̃′
s .

8: else
9: With probability equal to exp{ Δ

κTt
} where Δ = RWs (Λ̃s ) +

RWs (Λ̃′
s ) − RWs (Λs ) − RWs (Λ′

s ), and Tt =
Tini

1+α∗t2 is the
system temperature at time t , κ is the Bolzmann constant. sAP s
updates Λs = Λ̃s , and sAP s′ updates Λ′

s = Λ̃′
s .

10: end if
11: if the set of {Λs}s∈S do not change for consecutive iterations then
12: Reach convergence and break the WHILE-LOOP.
13: end if
14: Update t = t + 1.
15: end while
16: Output Λ∗

s = Λs ,∀s ∈ S.

the non-improvement MU-switch depends on both the945

reward degradation and the current temperature (i.e., Tt ).946

Specifically, we use the cooling schedule Tt = Tini
1+α∗t2947

(with Tini denoting the initial temperature, α > 0 being948

a constant, and t denoting the iteration index) [41].4949

4This cooling schedule can yield an asymptotic convergence to the global
optimum solution according to [42]. Specifically, based on Theorem 1 in [42],
a cooling scheme can yield an asymptotic convergence to the global optimum
solution, if the following conditions are satisfied, i.e., (i) limt→∞T (t) = 0,
and (ii)

∑∞
t=1 exp[− d∗

T(t)
] = ∞, where d∗ can be regarded as the distance

between the optimal solution and other ones. In particular, in our Problem
(MultiMUSel-Top), the value of d∗ is a finite yet fixed number. Thus, we
can show that the adopted cooling schedule Tt =

Tini
1+α∗t2 fits the two

aforementioned conditions, which can yield the asymptotic convergence to
the global optimum solution.

Fig. 4. Connections between SelSol-Algorithm, sAPSol-Algorithm, and
Proposition 5 and eq. (31).

The higher the temperature, the more likely to accept 950

the non-improvement exchange. When the temperature 951

decreases, the probability to accept the non-improvement 952

MU-switch decreases. 953

After obtaining {Λ∗
s}s∈S ⋃{0}, we can finally compute 954

the optimal MU-selection solution for the original Problem 955

(MultiMUSel) (in Section V-A), by executing sAPSol- 956

Algorithm for each sAP s under the given Λ∗
s . 957

As a summary of in this section, we provide Figure 4 to 958

illustrate the connections among our proposed algorithm, and 959

more importantly, how they work together to find the optimal 960

solution of Problem (MultiMUSel). 961

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS 962

A. Numerical Results for the Single sAP Case 963

We first validate our analytical results and the proposed 964

algorithms for the case of one sAP. We consider a scenario 965

in which the mBS is located at the origin (0m, 0m), and sAP 966

s is located at (250m, 0m). The representative MU i, which 967

forms the DC-pair with sAP s is located at (220m, 0m) (later 968

on we will specify the value of Ns , i.e., the number of the 969

MUs served by sAP s). We set the channel power gain gBi 970

from the mBS to from MU i according to the path-loss model, 971

i.e., gBi = λd−ϕ
Bi , in which parameter dBi denotes the distance 972

between the mBS and MU i, parameter ϕ denotes the scaling- 973

parameter (we use ϕ = 2.5), and λ follows an exponential 974

distribution with the unit mean for capturing the impact of 975

channel fading. The channel power gain gsi from sAP s to MU 976

i is generated in a similar way. With this setting, the randomly 977

generated channel power gains are gBi = 6.383 × 10−7 and 978

gsi = 8.620 × 10−5, which are used in the following Figures 5 979

to 7. In addition, we set pmax
Bi = 1W and pmax

si = 0.4W [37], 980

and set the bandwidths WB = 10MHz, Ws = 5MHz, and set 981

n0 = 10−14W. 982

1) Verification of ADLS-Algorithm: Figure 5(a) shows the 983

operations of ADLS-Algorithm that enumerates ρsi for solv- 984

ing Problem (OGPM). We set Ns = 3. Recall that for 985

each enumerated ρsi , we use SubSol-Algorithm to com- 986

pute (r̂si (ρsi ), p̂si (ρsi )), and use (13) and (14) to compute 987

x̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) and p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ), respectively. In addition, we 988

use (18) to compute ρcrisi = 0.6228 (which is marked out 989

in Figure 5(a)). The top-subplot of Figure 5(a) shows that 990

(r̂si (ρsi ), p̂si (ρsi )) leads to the zero-outage when ρsi ≥ ρcrisi , 991

which thus validates Proposition 2. The bottom-subplot of 992
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Fig. 5. Performance of ADLS-Algorithm. Left: Example of executing ADLS-Algorithm. Right: Advantage of ADLS-Algorithm.

Figure 5(a) shows the on-grid power consumption p̂si (ρsi ) +993

p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) when enumerating ρsi . Meanwhile, we use (21)994

to compute p∗si ,Z + p∗Bi(s),Z, which is marked out by the red995

circle. In particular, p∗si ,Z+p∗Bi(s),Z exactly corresponds to the996

minimum of p̂si (ρsi ) + p̂Bi(s)(ρsi ) for the interval of ρsi ∈997

[ρcrisi , 1]. This validates our analysis for the zero-outage case998

and our proposed ADLS-Algorithm, i.e., directly calculating999

p∗si ,Z + p∗Bi(s),Z, instead of using the linear-search for ρsi ∈1000

[ρcrisi , 1].1001

2) Advantage of ADLS-Algorithm: Figure 5(b) shows the1002

advantage of ADLS-Algorithm in reducing the iterations, in1003

comparison with LS-Algorithm. As stated in Section IV,1004

by using the analytical solution (21) for the zero-outage1005

case, ADLS-Algorithm can avoid the linear-search of ρsi ∈1006

[ρcrisi , 1], which thus reduces the number of required iterations.1007

Specifically, we plot the ratio of reduced iterations (i.e., the1008

value of 1 − ρcrisi ) by using ADLS-Algorithm in Figure 5(b).1009

Figure 5(b) shows that the reduced ratio increases quickly1010

in both MU i’s traffic requirement and the number of the1011

MUs served by sAP s. This result means that our ADLS-1012

Algorithm is more computationally efficient when the MU’s1013

traffic requirement (or the total number of the MUs served by1014

the sAP) is larger.1015

3) Illustration of Optimal Offloading Solution: Figure 6(a)1016

illustrates the optimal solution of Problem (OGPM) versus1017

different traffic requirements. Here, we set Ns = 7 (i.e., the1018

sAP is serving 7 MUs). The top-subplot of Figure 6(a) plots1019

sAP s’s optimal on-grid transmit-power, the mBS’s optimal1020

transmit-power, and the minimum total on-grid power con-1021

sumption. As shown in the top-subplot of Figure 6(a), when1022

the MU’s traffic requirement is low, the minimum total on-1023

grid power consumption is zero. This is because that we1024

can completely rely on the sAP’s EH power-supply to power1025

the offloading in order to meet the MU’s traffic requirement.1026

However, when the MU’s traffic requirement increases, the1027

sAP’s EH power-supply alone cannot satisfy the MU’s require-1028

ment. Thus, the sAP needs to spend a non-zero on-grid power1029

to afford the MU’s requirement, which yields the increase in1030

the sAP’s optimal on-grid power. Moreover, when the MU’s 1031

traffic requirement further increases, traffic offloading through 1032

the sAP will consume a large on-grid power. As a result, the 1033

mBS needs to spend a non-zero on-grid power to afford part of 1034

the MU’s traffic requirement, which yields the increase in the 1035

mBS’s optimal on-grid power consumption. In this situation, 1036

the corresponding optimal offloading-ratio (i.e., the value of 1037

1 − x∗Bi(s)/R
req) starts to decrease, as shown in the bottom- 1038

subplot of Figure 6(a). In particular, the bottom-subplot of 1039

Figure 6(a) also shows that the successful offloading proba- 1040

bility (i.e., the value of 1−Pout(r
∗
si , p

∗
si )) gradually increases 1041

to one, when the MU’s traffic requirement increases. The rea- 1042

son is that the throughput offloaded through the sAP increases, 1043

when the MU’s traffic requirement increases. As a result, the 1044

sAP needs to be more conservative in relying on the EH power- 1045

supply, but using more on-grid power to support the traffic 1046

offloading. This is essentially because that a larger offloading 1047

outage probability will lead to a larger waste of the sAP’s 1048

on-grid power consumption. 1049

4) Advantage of Optimal Offloading Solution: Figure 6(b) 1050

further shows the advantage of the proposed optimal offloading 1051

scheme in reducing the total on-grid power consumption. For 1052

the purpose of comparison, we also consider another offload- 1053

ing scheme in which the MU offloads a fixed portion of its 1054

traffic requirement to the sAP (we set such a portion as 70%, 1055

80%, 90%, and 100% in Figure 6(b)). The results validate 1056

the advantage of our proposed offloading scheme, i.e., it can 1057

minimize the total on-grid power consumption while guaran- 1058

teeing the served MU’s traffic requirement. This advantage is 1059

essentially achieved by our formulated joint optimization of 1060

the traffic scheduling and power allocation, which is able to 1061

jointly reap the benefit of DC-capability (to flexibly schedule 1062

the MU’s traffic between macro and small cells) and the bene- 1063

fit of exploiting EH power-supply (to reduce the on-grid power 1064

consumption). In comparison, the fixed offloading scheme fails 1065

to achieve these benefits. Specifically, as shown in Figure 6(b), 1066

due to the fact the sAP’s EH power-supply cannot accommo- 1067

date a very large offloading rate, offloading too much of the 1068

MU’s traffic (i.e., the 100%-offloading) will lead to a quick 1069
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the optimal offloading solution and the advantage in reducing the total on-grid power consumption.

increase in the total on-grid power consumption when the1070

MU’s traffic requirement increases.1071

5) Impact of the EH Power-Supply: To evaluate the impact1072

of the EH power-supply, we plot the optimal solution versus1073

different degrees of the randomness of the EH power-supply in1074

Figure 7(a). We set Ns = 2 and M low
s = 0.01, and vary M upp

s1075

from 0.05 to 0.25, which corresponds to a larger average EH1076

power-supply. As shown in the top-subplot of Figure 7(a), the1077

MU’s optimal total on-grid power consumption decreases as1078

M
upp
s increases. Such a decrease in the total on-grid power1079

consumption essentially stems from that we rely more on1080

the EH power-supply to power the MU’s traffic offloading,1081

which yields a decrease in the successful probability of traffic1082

delivery, as shown in the bottom-subplot of Figure 7(a).1083

6) Impact of the Number of the Served MUs: Due to1084

sharing the sAP’s harvested energy, the number of the MUs1085

served by the sAP (i.e., the value of Ns ) will influence the1086

optimal offloading solution of Problem (OGPM). To evalu-1087

ate this impact, we plot the optimal solution versus different1088

values of Ns in Figure 7(b). As shown in the top-subplot1089

of Figure 7(b), the optimal total on-grid power consumption1090

increases when Ns increases, which is due to the fact each MU1091

is allocated a smaller amount of harvested energy when Ns1092

increases. Correspondingly, to satisfy the MU’s traffic require-1093

ment, sAP s needs to use more on-grid power to support the1094

traffic offloading, which consequently yields an increase in1095

the successful probability of traffic delivery, as shown in the1096

bottom-subplot of Figure 7(b). In particular, Figure 7(b) also1097

indicates that we need to carefully determine the numbers of1098

the MUs served by each sAP in the multi-sAP scenario,1099

B. Numerical Results for the Case of Multiple sAPs1100

We next evaluate our proposed algorithms for the case of1101

multiple sAPs, and show the performance gain of the optimal1102

MU-selection solution of Problem (MultiMUSel). We consider1103

a scenario that the mBS is located at the origin (0m, 0m),1104

and three sAPs are located at (212m, 10m), (220m, −8m),1105

and (235m, 6m). The group of MUs are randomly located1106

within the plane whose center is (220m, 0m) and radius is1107

20m, i.e., the MUs are geographically closer to the sAPs than 1108

the mBS (this is a favorable condition for traffic offloading). 1109

The channel power gains and other parameters are randomly 1110

set as described before. 1111

1) Illustration of the Optimal MU-Selection Solution: We 1112

first illustrate the optimal MU-selection solution of Problem 1113

(MultiMUSel), which is yielded by our proposed SelSol- 1114

Algorithm. Figure 8 shows the optimal MU-selection solution 1115

for two different cases. Specifically, Figure 8(a) shows the 1116

case of all sAPs with a homogeneous EH-capacity (i.e., 1117

M low
s = 0.01 and M

upp
s = 0.2, s = 1,2,3). In this case, the 1118

optimal solution shows that the sAPs select different MUs to 1119

provide traffic offloading in an almost balanced way, namely, 1120

both sAP 1 and sAP 2 serve 6 MUs, and sAP 3 serves 8 MUs. 1121

Figure 8(b) shows the case of the APs with heterogenous EH- 1122

capacity. To illustrate the result clearly, we set sAP 1 with 1123

M low
1 = 0.01 and M

upp
1 = 0.2, and sAP 2 and sAP 3 with 1124

M low
s = 0.01 and M

upp
2 = 0.4, M upp

3 = 0.6, namely, sAP 3 1125

has a much larger EH power-supply than sAP 1 and sAP 2. 1126

As a result, to fully exploit the EH power-supply and reduce 1127

the total on-grid power consumption for whole network, sAP 1128

3 selects 12 MUs to offload traffic, as shown in Figure 8(b). 1129

2) Advantage of the Optimal MU-Selection Solution: We 1130

next show the performance advantage of our SelSol-Algorithm 1131

in Figure 9. For comparison, we also show the results of 1132

a distance-based scheme in which each MU aggressively 1133

selects the sAP with the shortest distance for traffic offload- 1134

ing. Similar to Figure 10(b), we use the case that the sAPs are 1135

of heterogeneous EH-capacity. Figure 9(a) shows the results 1136

under different numbers of the MUs. Specifically, we fix 1137

4 sAPs at (212m, 10m), (220m, −8m), (235m, 6m), and 1138

(250m, −3m). We vary the number of the MUs from 16 1139

to 30, and fix each MU’s traffic requirement as 40Mbps. In 1140

Figure 9(a), we mark out the relative improvement achieved 1141

by our proposed algorithm against the distance-based scheme 1142

on the top of each tested case. Figure 9(a) shows that the 1143

achieved average reward5 gradually increases as the number 1144

5Every point in Figure 9 represents the average result of 20 realizations of
the MUs’ geographical distributions.
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Fig. 7. Optimal solution of Problem (OGPM) under different parameter-settings.

Fig. 8. Examples of the optimal MU-selection solution of Problem (MultiMUSel) under μ = 0.025$/Mbps and π = 0.002/KW.

Fig. 9. Performance advantage of the optimal MU-selection solution.

of the MUs increases, since the sAPs have a larger freedom1145

in selecting different MUs for executing the traffic offloading.1146

Figure 9(a) validates that the average reward can be signifi-1147

cantly increased by using our proposed SelSol-Algorithm. As1148

shown in Figure 9(a), our SelSol-Algorithm can improve the1149

reward up to 58.6% in comparison with the distance-based1150

scheme. The performance advantage not only comes from1151

that we exploit the benefit of the DC-enabled traffic offload- 1152

ing which provides a flexible traffic scheduling and power 1153

allocation, but also comes from that we properly exploit the 1154

sAPs’ EH power-supply by avoiding too many MUs offloading 1155

through a same sAP. 1156

Figure 9(b) shows the results under different traffic require- 1157

ments. Specifically, we fix 4 APs and 8 MUs, and vary each 1158
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Fig. 10. Optimal MU-selection solution under different Marginal Reward.

MU’s traffic requirement from 35Mbps to 60Mbps. The results1159

show that our proposed SelSol-Algorithm can significantly1160

improve the average reward compared to the distance-based1161

scheme. In particular, Figure 9(b) shows that the achieved total1162

reward firstly increases when the traffic requirement increases,1163

and then gradually decreases when the traffic requirement fur-1164

ther increases beyond a threshold. This phenomenon can be1165

explained as follows. When each MU’s traffic requirement1166

is low (i.e., Rreq
i < 35Mbps), it is optimal for the sAPs to1167

serve all MUs, and the total reward increases when each MU’s1168

R
req
i increases. However, when each MU’s traffic requirement1169

becomes very large (i.e., Rreq
i ≥ 45Mbps), the rapid increase1170

in the total on-grid power consumption cannot be covered by1171

the sAPs’ achieved revenue to serve all MUs’ traffic. As a1172

result, the sAPs need to properly select part of the MUs to1173

provide the traffic offloading, in order to reach a good bal-1174

ance between serving the MUs’ traffic and reducing the total1175

on-grid power consumption.1176

3) Impact of the Marginal Reward for Serving the MUs’1177

Traffic: Both the marginal reward μ for successfully serving1178

the MUs’ traffic)and the marginal cost π for the total on-1179

grid power consumption will influence the optimal number1180

of the MUs selected by the sAPs. To show such an impact,1181

in Figure 10, we vary μ from 0.0225$/Mbps to 0.04$/Mbps1182

(while fixing π = 0.02$/KW) and plot the correspond-1183

ing results when the sAPs are of heterogenous EH-capacity.1184

Similar to Figure 9, each point in Figure 10 corresponds to1185

the average result of 20 random realizations of the MUs’ geo-1186

graphical distributions. The left-subplot of Figure 10 shows1187

that the total reward gradually increases in μ, since we can1188

gain more for successfully serving the MUs’ required traffic.1189

Moreover, a larger μ encourages the sAPs to select more MUs1190

(i.e., offloading traffic for more MUs), which is shown in the1191

right-subplot.1192

VII. CONCLUSION1193

In this paper, we have investigated the energy-efficient DC-1194

enabled traffic offloading through the EH-powered small cells.1195

To reap the advantages of the DC-capability and the EH power-1196

supply, we have proposed the joint optimization of the traffic1197

scheduling and power allocation to minimize the total on-grid 1198

power consumption of macro and small cells. We firstly focus 1199

on the single sAP case, and have proposed an efficient layered- 1200

algorithm to compute the optimal offloading solution for each 1201

individual pair of sAP-MU. We then study the multi-sAP case 1202

and investigate how different small cells select the MUs for 1203

maximizing the total network-reward. We have also proposed 1204

an efficient algorithm to compute the optimal MU-grouping 1205

solution. Extensive numerical results have been provided to 1206

validate our proposed algorithms and the performance advan- 1207

tage of the proposed DC-enabled traffic offloading through the 1208

EH-powered small cells. 1209

For our future work, we will further consider that the 1210

sAP can flexibly schedule its EH power-supply over dif- 1211

ferent time slots and allocate different amounts of the EH 1212

power-supply for different MUs, and investigate the optimal 1213

design of the DC-enabled traffic offloading for improving the 1214

energy-efficiency. 1215
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